“The most inspirational videos I have ever seen. It
makes me feel I want to get up and do something, too!”
This is what we want, right? This is the impact of YL’s Spark Videos on viewers in 70 countries.
Across age groups, cultures and professions, people agree: “This should be in all schools.”
Excellent. But listen up: there is a science behind this that goes beyond inspirational clips
on youtube, and wannabe positive news media, which are useless, in the end. Here is why:
Role models and changemaking spirit can be conveyed via media, IF co-created BY real
changemakers. They awaken our inner hero/ine, since they mirror our inner self that resonates
with the hope, love and determination displayed by hero/ines of our time. A spirit seldom felt,
but routinely suppressed by parents, teachers, authorities, and finally ourselves - to no more
feel the pain about the world. Changemakers, however, feel both: the pain AND the solution.
Positive change media culture does Knowledge-Transfer AND Spirit-Transfer. It conveys
model solutions for positive change AND the genius hero/ines advancing these solutions.
This is achieved by lush, vivid, genuine imagery of the changemakers in action - like a short,
dynamic documentary film. Like running with them for a day. But more is needed:
a) concrete explanation how it works.
b) culmination in “you can do this, too. This is what to do.”
c) linking to the solution’s website “for more”.
d) and for instant action opportunities
e) access to practical tools - this can be the flyers used by the hero/ines etc
f) access to brief personal consultation for those willing to take action - for brief questions
on details. This is usually done with a link to the changemaker’s personal website - to find
an email, phone or skype video contact.
THIS is HOW real *tangible* CHANGE can HAPPEN. Anything else is just feelgood
entertainment. And that is NOT enough. A waste of precious time. Go for the real thing.

